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Structured Retail Products (SRP), part of the
Euromoney group of companies, is a news, data
and research company based in London, Hong
Kong, Sofia and New York, providing research and
training services related to all aspects of structured
products.

Furthermore

• It may not be sold for commercial gain, either in
part or in its entirety.
• It may not be photocopied or printed for multiple
use, with the exception of within the organisation
for which it was purchased.
• It may not be distributed electronically or otherwise
in a manner other than that described above.

Indemnity

The information contained herein has been obtained
from sources believed to be reliable. SRP disclaims
all warranties as to the accuracy, completeness or
adequacy of such information. Use of this report is
at your sole risk and SRP accepts no responsibility
for any problems or incidents arising from its use.
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This report is copyright © 2019 Structured Retail
Products Limited. All rights reserved. Reproduction
and distribution of this report in any form without
prior written permission is strictly prohibited.

Europe Summary

Founded in 2001, SRP’s clients include all the major
global financial services groups, financial regulators,
stock exchanges, index providers and professional
services companies.

Copyright information
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1.2 Scope
Introduction

This report covers the manufacture and
distribution of structured products in all forms –
including wrappers such as funds, notes, bonds,
certificates, deposits and life assurance – and
usually linked to equities, foreign exchange,
commodities, credit and interest rates underlyings.

Europe Summary

It presents information on structured retail
products markets across the Europe, Middle East
and Africa (Emea) region.

Manufacturer Awards

For the purposes of this publication, a structured
product is an investment product providing a
predefined return linked to the price of one or
more underlying assets. These are usually financial
asset prices, rates or indices but, in rare cases, can
be the outcome of sporting or other events.
The product can usually be broken down into
a number of separate financial instruments,
one of which is usually a derivative product.
Where a derivative is not used, the product will
use derivatives-based investment strategy or
computation to provide the return.

Although we exclude simple warrants, listed options
and futures, and delta one products, such as tracker
funds, exchange-traded funds and notes, reference
to these products may be made where relevant.
The report is based on quantitative and qualitative
analysis. SRP surveyed 688 structured products
distributors across the Emea region in October
2018, collecting data on structured product
manufacturers from the point of view of their
distributor clients. The results from the survey form
the basis of this report. Details of the quantitative
and qualitative analyses are available in the
Methodology section of the report.

The report provides the following
information:

1. s cope, methodology and management summary
of the report’s main findings;
2. a
 nalysis of the structured products market in the
Emea region based on survey responses;
3. separate analysis of the manufacturers by asset
class; and
4. analysis of top distributors’ awards.

Distributor Awards
Awards Results
Appendix
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Description of the survey

In October 2018, SRP surveyed Emea structured
products distributors, receiving 683 responses.
The survey was composed of three areas of
investigation:

Part 1 - Quantitative

Part 2 - Qualitative

•
•
•
•

price competitiveness;
understanding client needs;
innovation and structuring capability; and
aftersales service.

Captive votes and those representing internal
transaction flows were excluded from the results.
This includes votes cast by distributors that are

For the purpose of this report, the scores for each
main service category for the individual banks
are calculated by averaging. Service scores are,
therefore, suggestive of the level of service that a
client might expect to receive when working with
an investment banking counterparty.

Distributor Awards

Part 3 - Data validation

The survey results underpinned the 2019 European
Structured Products Awards, which were handed
out on February 6 2019 during the 16th Annual
Europe Structured Products & Derivatives
Conference in London.

Manufacturer Awards

The respondents were then asked to rank the
investment banks they dealt with for each asset
class as 1, 2 or 3 (where 1 = below average, 2 =
average and 3 = above average), according to four
main service categories:

• Providers voted for themselves.
•W
 e could not confirm the identity of the
respondent.
•A
 respondent voted more than once and we
could not resolve the duplication.

Europe Summary

We asked respondents to the survey to specify
up to three investment banks that they use for
hedging purposes for each asset class in which
they are, and to specify the volume of business for
that asset class and the percentage split by bank.

part of banking groups that use their parent group
for 100% of their activity and internal structuring
desks. In addition, votes were not included in the
survey where:

Introduction

1.3 Methodology
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2.1 Management Summary: It’s not all doom and gloom, is it?
Introduction
Introduction
Europe Summary
Summary
Europe

If you’re unsure where to start to summarise the key
issues that 2018 had to offer, read on. Respondents
to SRP’s Europe Awards Survey 2019* have done
some of the work for you: the ongoing trade war
between the world’s largest economies; widespread
market volatility; the search for yield and capital
protection; challenges surrounding product pricing;
the resurgence of bearish markets and; persistent
dissatisfaction with Priips and Mifid II.
Most of these phenomena are not new, and,
unsurprisingly, are expected to continue into 2019.
There is little that is actually new, just renewed
concern about the impact of EU regulation and
general market volatility.

Manufacturer Awards
Distributor Awards

Ranking the performance of structured product
providers based on four criteria points such as
price competitiveness, understanding client needs,
innovation and structuring capability and aftersales
service, the survey results reveal a slight worsening
in two of the four categories back to 2016 levels, a
standstill in one and a significant improvement in
the last. This year’s scores are: price competitiveness
– 2.49 (2017: 2.53; 2016: 2.5); understanding client
needs – 2.58 (2017: 2.58; 2016: 2.51); innovation and
structuring capability – 2.54 (2017: 2.47; 2016: 2.5);
aftersales service: 2.48 (2017: 2.54; 2016: 2.5).

Bear the markets in mind

Taking an industry-wide look, volatility is the
word on everyone’s lips and low interest rates
are on everyone’s minds. The term bear market is
resonating everywhere.

When it comes to challenges specific to equity-linked
structured products, the current macroeconomic
environment is very much the key concern with the
term ‘bearish equity markets’ coming back multiple
times. One respondent simply wrote ‘BRUTAL FALL’
in response to this first question, which conveys both
a sense of urgency and desperation at the prospect
of interest rates falling even further.
Respondents also outlined a ‘lack of attractive
conditions for yield enhancement products,’ issues
surrounding pricing and the need for strategies to
respond to uncertainty including ‘protection against
losses in volatile markets,’ the ‘re-introduction of
fully capital guaranteed structured products’ and
‘finding the right instruments in bearish markets
aiming at respective portfolio hedging’. Other
concerns centered around restructuring existing
products in response to volatile market conditions,
and ensuring that there is enough demand for them.
On a slightly more futuristic note, automation
was also mentioned as a potential hurdle for
the industry throughout 2019. Despite some
indisputable operational benefits, notably in terms
of cost reduction and transparency, automation in
financial services advice has inherent weaknesses.
A favourite in previous years, the much-debated
Mifid II framework made a small appearance this
year as the industry continues to grapple with
some of its most testing requirements. Even if the
industry is now well-versed on the new rules and
conducts it imposes, many questions remain.

Awards Results

Overall service scores
2.60
2.58
2.56
2.54
2.52
2.50
2.48
2.46
2.44
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2.42
2.40
Price
Competitiveness

Understanding
Client Needs

Industrial Average 2017

Source: Structuredretailproducts.com

Innovation Structuring
Capability
Industrial Average 2018

Aftersales Support
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When respondents were asked what more
services providers could do to help them, the
most common answer by far was, surprisingly:
‘nothing more’ (in some instances, with an

A lot more requests were directed at issuance
platforms with a serious proportion of respondents
asking for technological advances. Top of the list
was better ‘connectivity with our internal systems’.
‘Basically, [we no] longer want have to go through
the platforms, but rather through our system
connected via an API to different platforms,’ said
several people. One participant asked for ‘more
guarantees in case of a market downturn’ to be
present while others requested better lifecycle
management along with credit and hybrid
products and competitive prices. Another noted
that ‘pricing by email - rapidity in pricing variations
of a same payoff, easy processing of data via Excel’
would be greatly appreciated.
But nothing beats the honest wish of one
respondent who expects Kid providers to be
‘better in Finnish’.

*SRP’s Europe Awards survey was conducted
between October 1 and October 31 2018. It
gathered 683 responses.

Appendix

Given the negative undertone of this year’s survey
responses, it would have come as no surprise that
buy-side demands would have been extensive.

Index providers were not immune from demands:
‘nice to haves’ included new indices on new
underlyings and more transparency.

Awards Results

Wish lists

The list of requests was actually a lot longer.
Many respondents asked for ‘more coverage of
small caps,’ ‘narrower spreads’ and ‘reactivity’.
Worth noting was the mention of Priips, with one
person asking for warrant providers ‘provide more
efficient Kids’.

Distributor Awards

For commodities, one respondent warned:
‘Mainstreams in development will put some
commodities under pressure. Oil and gold will
remain leaders for volumes, but others like lithium
and nickel will [also attract] interest.’ Another
noted a growing trend would be ‘autocallable
structures on yield enhancement as long as
backwardation stays in crude oil,’ while the rest
believed that being reactive enough to be able to
catch market opportunities would be the greatest
challenge for 2019.

Warrant providers not only need to come up
with ‘more tailored products’. But they also need
to go back to basics and produce ‘simple to
understand products based on indices that are
[known] to the clients’.

Manufacturer Awards

Widening credit spreads were also one of the
top concerns for the credit asset class. Some
respondents mentioned emerging markets,
illiquidity and regulators as potential hurdles for
activity. One respondent believes that, in the worstcase scenario, higher rates could mean higher
amount of defaults in high yield space. Another
said that the future could be defined by ‘more
conservative products’.

But looking at responses more carefully, it’s fair to
say that not everyone was happy with the status
quo. And any provider claiming that they are
client-centric needs to listen carefully to a rather
detailed list of demands: clients now want support
over a product’s entire lifecycle, including posttrade, not only when it comes to questions relating
to price or infrastructure.

Europe Summary

Respondents outlined that following market yield
curve movements, the ‘protection against interest
rate hikes and credit risk’ and the ‘provision
of products that perform well in a rate-hike
environment’ would be the greatest challenges
ahead for interest rate-linked products, as would
be dealing with wider credit spreads. Others see a
silver lining there insofar as a rise of interest rates
could support innovation and creativity into more
effectively designed structured products.

exclamation mark for added emphasis). Requests
for technology and pricing and analytics providers
to come up with lower prices were, unsurprisingly,
also quite common.

Introduction

For foreign exchange-linked products, Mifid 2
compliance remains the flavour du jour. While
largely focused on firms operating within the
European Economic Area, the directive also impacts
non-EU firms which need to provide additional
disclosures and reports if they are to continue
trading with their EU counterparts. One survey
participant enumerated a list of specific concerns
including ‘emerging markets risk sentiment,’
‘increasing US rates,’ the ‘credit bubble in Europe’
and the ‘balance of payment crisis in Turkey’.
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2.2 Issuance and volumes between 2015-2018
Introduction

Outstanding - Product Issuance & Sales Volume
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Total Issuance (RHS)

End of 2018

Total Volumes (US$bn) (LHS)

Market share by total sales in the period 2015-2018
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What will the most popular payouts in your market be over the next 12 months, and why?
Other
1%
Shark Fin
1%
Callable
34%

Protected Tracker
6%

Manufacturer Awards

Reverse Convertible
7%

Europe Summary

Range
2%
Dual Currency
4%
Accrual
5%

Introduction

3.0 Trends & Predictions

Digital
9%

Across Europe, standalone reverse convertibles
and similar products comprising knock out
and/or worst of option features were the most
traded payoff types in 2018 with the DACH
region acquiring the greatest stake. Spanish and
Portuguese investors put their trust primarily in
digital instruments. The popularity of products with
an early redemption option is expected to remain
high in 2019, since this feature allows investors
to profit from volatility while also providing the
opportunity for an early exit in unstable market
conditions and reinvestment of the capital.

Appendix

The next most prospectively favoured payoffs are
the worst of option with 16% of votes, the knock out
with 15% and the digital with 9%, respectively. All
three types remain among the top investor choices
relative to 2017. However, the popularity of the digital
structure diminished by 3%, whereas more investors
recognise the worst of option and the knock out

payoffs as relevant alternatives with both types
noting an 4% and an 3% increase, accordingly. Last
year’s front runners – the reverse convertible and the
protected tracker – both noted a nearly 50% drop
in investor approval rates, while the dual currency
payoff type is gaining extra attention, jumping from
1% to 4% in this year’s survey.

Awards Results

In line with last year’s results, the callable payoff
is expected to retain its leading position as the
most popular payoff structure across the Emea
region in the upcoming year, according to 34%
of the participants that took part in the SRP
European 2019 Awards Survey. Throughout
2018, instruments comprising the issuer’s
right to a premature product termination were
predominantly issued in combination with the
reverse convertible and the worst of option
payoff types with the Swiss market for structured
products utilising the majority of the capital gains.

Distributor Awards

Knock Out
15%

Worst of Option
16%
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3.0 Trends & Predictions
Introduction

Which of the following investment themes will be the most prominent over the next 12 months?

Europe Summary

Proprietary/Custom
indices
3%
Volatility - based
investments
7%
Equity - emerging
markets
12%

Factor indices
1%
Equity - developed
markets
38%

Manufacturer Awards

Environmental, social
and governance
17%

Distributor Awards

Credit
22%

Awards Results
Appendix

Equities from developed markets are the
most popular investment theme, with 38% of
respondents to the survey indicating that it will
become the focal point over the next 12 months.
This is followed by the credit asset class with a
22% vote of confidence, which, in turn, more than
doubled relative to last year’s inquiry, and 17% for
the environmental, social and governance (ESG)
topic. Developed economy equities are attractive
for investors due to their liquidity, low risk and
steady levels, whereas credit-linked notes can draw
attention by safeguarding the invested capital. ESG
criteria can offer a valuable way to monitor ethical
and sustainable factors in conducting business.
Despite providing risk diversification due to their low
correlation to equity-based investments, volatility-

based investments lost half of last year’s votes, thus
ending up with 7% of the respondents believing
them to be a relevant theme in 2019. Another top
contender from the previous year’s list – equities
from emerging markets – saw a 2% decrease in
prominence relative to 2017, but their appealing
growth potential has kept them among the top four
investment themes over the next 12 months.
Notably, fewer investors put their trust in indices as
an important subject matter in 2019 as both factor
and proprietary/custom Indices’ votes dropped by
80% and 75%, respectively.
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Manufacturer awards are calculated on the basis of three factors:
• the average evaluation score from buy-side respondents for manufacturers across all asset classes (30%
weighting);

• aggregated volume data of structured products for the period between October 1 2017 to September
30 2018 (50% weighting).

Market share by volume

Overall score and industry peer review

Santander
Others
46.59%

Société
Générale
38.99%

,

,

UniCredit
Citi

Société Générale
0.00%
Santander
1.33%

Citi
2.65%

BNP Paribas
5.70%

5.00%

10.00%

15.00% 20.00% 25.00% 30.00%

Overall score based on four qualitative criteria
Industry Peer Review

Market share by volume

Overall score and industry peer review

Awards Results

Best House, Equity

Distributor Awards

BNP Paribas

UniCredit
4.74%

Manufacturer Awards

Best House, Europe

Europe Summary

• industry peer review, whereby each manufacturer selects its top three competitors in each award
category (20% weighting); and

Introduction

4.0 Manufacturer Awards

Santander

Others
45.80%

Société
Générale
37.75%
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UniCredit
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1.93%

Citi
3.46%
BNP Paribas
6.33%

5.00%

10.00%

15.00% 20.00%

25.00% 30.00%

Overall score based on four qualitative criteria
Industry Peer Review
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Société Générale
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Best House, FX
Introduction

Overall score and industry peer review

Market share by volume

UBS
Others
23.68%

Société
Générale
46.55%

Commerzbank
Julius Baer
UniCredit

Europe Summary

UBS
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Manufacturer Awards

Best House, Interest Rate
Overall score and industry peer review

Market share by volume

BNP Paribas

Others
38.65%

Société
Générale
49.69%

HSBC
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Distributor Awards

Goldman Sachs
Société Générale
0.00%

BBVA 0.12%
Citi 0.18%
BNP Paribas 0.96%
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SEB
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Industry Peer Review

SEB, 10.40%
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Best House, Credit
Overall score and industry peer review

Market share by volume
Citi 5.66%

Others
41.58%

Leonteq
2.80%

Société
Générale
46.02%

BBVA
Citi
BNP Paribas
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Best House, Commodities
UBS
2%

UniCredit 0%

Overall score and industry peer review
Citi
9%
Leonteq
1%

UniCredit

Introduction

Market share by volume

UBS
Société Générale
Leonteq
Citi
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15.00% 20.00% 25.00% 30.00%

Overall score based on four qualitative criteria
Industry Peer Review

The French lender managed to meet the Priips
Kid implementation deadline with no disruption,
and exploit its cross-asset setup to meet
investor needs.

By supporting clients during this challenging
time, the bank had greater flows and
strengthened its relationships while complying
with regulation, says Despagne.
“The biggest inflows came on the equity side,
especially on autocall, and reverse convertible
structures,” he says.

Appendix

Despite the uncertainty in the run up to the
Priips implementation deadline and the ongoing
market apprehension around Mifid 2, the French

“Regulation is completely part of our
investment model, and we continue to adapt
to it and make it work,” says Despagne. “Of
course regulation has a cost [and] we will
continue to invest to make sure we properly
answer to the regulation needs.”

Awards Results

“Last year, regulation, innovation and the
fortification of our cross-asset franchise allowed
us to strategically reinforce our client relations
and volumes traded,” says Frédéric Despagne,
head of cross-asset distribution Europe (exFrance) at Société Générale.

Since the Priips Kid came into effect, on January
1, the French bank has had 20 million costs and
charges disclosed to clients, and over 300,000
Kids available.

Distributor Awards

Société Générale has
won the top 2018 SRP
award as ‘Best House
Europe’. The French bank
also collected several
other accolades including
‘Best House Equities,’
‘Best House Foreign
Exchange,’ ‘Best House
Interest Rates,’ ‘Best House Credit’ and ‘Best
House Commodities’ for its leading role in the
industry and its ability to innovate, deliver a
consistent performance as well as continue to
grow and capitalise on its cross-asset set up.

bank managed to make a smooth transition.
Clients needed a reliable partner and they
found a dependable one in Société Générale.
“We wanted to deliver the best service possible
to our clients, assisting them through this
challenging transition,” says Despagne. “We had
all of the firm working together: traders and
structurers, along with sales and compliance,
together with COOs and IT.”

Manufacturer Awards

SRP Manufacturers Awards: Best House, Europe

Europe Summary

Société
Générale
88%
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Introduction

The bank recorded a significant increase
in flows around some of the more popular
structures in Europe and in Asia, but also
registered “a big increase of volumes in credit
tranches, and in capital guaranteed products on
mutual funds”.

Europe Summary

Innovation also played a key role around some
of the bank’s initiatives and performance, and
“was a great source of success”.
“Our mission is to offer innovative strategic
solutions to our clients,” says Despagne. “Through
charity autocalls and positive impact finance, we
provided clients with strategic products, allowing
them to attract significant inflows.

Manufacturer Awards

“This is a great example of innovation that we
are really proud of. Investors in positive impact
notes helped finance 3,182 SMEs accounting for
more than 100,000 jobs created.”

Distributor Awards

Société Générale expects equity-linked
knockout products to continue driving most
of the activity in 2019 with pockets of demand
around sustainable investing, credit-linked
notes (CLNs), prop indices and other high yield
strategies such as risk premia.
“Autocalls will still be core, especially after
Q4 of 2018 where most indices plunged,”
says Despagne. “Flagship proprietary indices
range will keep on growing and we expect ESG
investments to drive more volumes. On credit,
high yield tranches will keep leading [demand].”

Awards Results

The bank continues to expand its SG Index

franchise and capitalise on its structuring
capabilities and indexing expertise.
“Our flagship proprietary index range now
accounts for more than €5 billion of AuM
and we expect this to keep growing,” says
Despagne. “Clients used to mostly invest in the
Eurostoxx 50 and now invest in decrement and
equally-weighted indices. The rationale behind
it is that it generates good performances, and
a better diversification for structured product
portfolios.”
The French investment bank remains committed
to the structured products market as a natural
reflection of its equity derivatives ADN.
“It is one of our top priorities to remain
innovative and competitive across all asset
classes,” says Despagne, adding that clients
and investors appreciate the ability to
provide solutions across the board. “In 2018,
we strengthened our presence in core asset
classes, while executing innovative trades on
new underlyings such as physical real estate.”
Automation and connectivity will also play
pivotal role with the bank seeking to continue
leveraging an its SG Markets platform and
expanding its tools and functionalities. “Last
year, several million quotes were processed
through our ‘SG Market’ platform,” says
Despagne. “Trading volumes through our
platform have more than tripled in three
years. Clients want us to provide them with an
efficient service, a wide range of products, but
also the ability to accept smaller tickets.”

Appendix
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Best Distributor, Europe
Outstanding - product issuance & sales volume

Sales volume & issuance
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Europe Summary

The award for Best Distributor is based on the sales and performance data per product distributed
by the buy-side between October 1 2017 and September 30 2018. Strike date is relevant for best
sales and maturity date is relevant for best performance. The results of both are amalgamated
to go towards the best distributor award. Sales volume is the total actual sales invested rather
than the notional amount, and performance is the annualised return an investor would have
received with a buy-and-hold approach from the strike date until maturity for a product. Each
product’s performance will be weighted according to its sales volume to give a weighted average
performance of the distributor’s portfolio of maturing products for the period.

Introduction

5.0 Distributor Awards
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Best Distributor, France & Benelux
Introduction

Outstanding - product issuance & sales volume

Europe Summary
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Best Distributor, Germany & Austria
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Best Distributor, Yield Enhancement
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Best Distributor, Italy
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Despite a challenging 2018 from a political and
economic perspective, Landesbank BadenWürttemberg (LBBW) not only held its ground
but also expanded in key areas.

This is in line with what the SRP Germany
database shows, as reverse convertible structures
and express certificates were the most traded not
flow instruments in the German market.
“In addition, customers investing in index
products are starting to ask for a physical ETF
delivery and since the second half of 2018,
we are observing a significant rise in volumes
accrued by credit-linked notes and interest
structures,” says Plank.

With the prevailing trend of increasing market
competition, “LBBW had the opportunity to
further establish itself as a top issuer on the
German market, most notably in the field of
savings banks”.

Going forward, he believes there is a small
chance that the market will change direction.

For this year’s SRP European Awards,
Landesbank Baden-Württemberg has been
awarded Best Distributor in Germany. SRP
considered 1,632 products with combined
sales of €3.7 billion – with strike dates between
October 1 2017 and September 30 2018 – and
657 products, with a weighted average return
of 2.83 % per annum, that matured over the
same period.

Appendix

One of the highlights of 2018 for LBBW was
the launch of an open-end tracker certificate
linked to its proprietary LBBW Research
Blockchain-Favoriten Aktien-Index which
comprises companies using distributed ledger
technology (DLT). The bank’s progressive
vision also materialised with the adoption of
the ESG framework via the LBBW Research
Nachhaltigkeits-Favoriten Aktien-Index - an inhouse benchmark.

LBBW is planning an extensive development
of its product and underlying palette including
more US underlyings and foreign exchange
structures.

Awards Results

At a company level, a big achievement for
the state-owned bank was the expansion of
its customer base which resulted in further
developments toits issuing platform, “ultimately
aiming at a more flexible reaction to customer’s
needs and requests”.

“The markets will remain volatile, thus offering
customers attractive yield opportunities,” says
Plank. “Safety buffers, feasible in the current
market environment, will meet the protection
needs of many investors.”

Distributor Awards

“Last year was yet again a very successful year
for the certificates business,” said Frederik Plank,
head of sales retail – Sparkassen und Banken
/ Marktpartner Privatkunden at LBBW, adding
that in the current low interest rate environment
equity structures were particularly in demand.

Manufacturer Awards

Further, in the contest for Europe’s best
structured products issuer, LBBW came closest
to the frontrunner Vontobel and ended the
financial year with an estimated €7.01 billion
sales volume, a significant increase compared to
2017 and 2016.

German investors’ demand for equity structures,
particularly for express and reverse convertible
products, continues, according to Plank.

Europe Summary

In Germany alone, the Stuttgart-based lender
was the most active distributor of structured
products for the third consecutive year with
nearly 2,000 not flow structures marketed that
amassed an estimated €3.71 billion in sales,
a 74% hike in sales volume relative to 2017,
according to SRP data.

“The highly broad offer range of subscription
period and secondary market products
distinguishes LBBW from the rest,” says Plank.
“We regularly provide our distributor partners
with the most diverse product arrangements
applicable to all asset classes. Aside from that,
LBBW is constantly investing in developing its
infrastructure and improving service quality
with the currently ongoing composition of a
multi-issuer platform serving as an example.”

Introduction

LBW capitalises on broad offering and secondary market trading
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6.0 Shortlists
Introduction

6.1 Manufacturers

Europe Summary

Best House, Europe
BNP Paribas
Citi
Santander
Société Générale
UniCredit

Best House, Foreign Exchange
Commerzbank
Julius Baer
Société Générale
UBS
UniCredit

Best House, Credit
BBVA
BNP Paribas
Citi
SEB
Société Générale

Best House, Equities
BNP Paribas
Citi
Santander
Société Générale
UniCredit

Best House, Interest Rates
BNP Paribas
Goldman Sachs
HSBC
Société Générale
UniCredit

Best House, Commodities
Société Générale
Citi
Leonteq
UBS
UniCredit

Manufacturer Awards

6.2 Distributors/Private Banks

Distributor Awards
Awards Results
Appendix

Best Distributor, Europe
Garantum Fondkommission
Goldman Sachs
UniCredit
Vontobel
Walker Crips Group

Best Distributor, Nordics
Alexandria Markets
Danske Bank
Garantum Fondkommission
Nordea
Strukturinvest

Best Distributor, France & Benelux
Amundi
BNP Paribas
Hedios Patrimoine
Natixis
Société Générale

Best Distributor, Switzerland
Leonteq Securities
Raiffeisen Switzerland Cooperative
UBS
Vontobel
Zuercher Kantonalbank

Best Distributor, Eastern Europe
Alior Bank
Citi
KBC
KIT Finance
Bank Millenium

Best Distributor, UK & Ireland
Focus Structured Solutions
Investec
Meteor Asset Management
Société Générale
Walker Crips Structured Investments

Best Distributor, Germany & Austria
Commerzbank
Landesbank Baden-Württemberg
UBS
UniCredit
Vontobel

Best Distributor, Italy
Banca IMI
BNP Paribas / BNL
Exane Derivatives
Goldman Sachs
UniCredit

Best Yield Enhancement Distributor,
Europe
BNP Paribas
Garantum Fondkommission
KIT Finance
UniCredit
Vontobel
Best Capital Protected Distributor,
Europe
Banca IMI
KBC
KIT Finance
Bank Millennium
UniCredit
Best Private Bank, Europe
Citi
DZ Bank
Natixis
Nordea
UniCredit
Best Performance, Europe
Alexandria
Garantum Fondkommission
Goldman Sachs
KIT Finance
Walker Crips Group
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Introduction

6.3 Best Service Providers

Best Technology Provider
Bloomberg
Lexifi
Modelity
SunGard
Thomson Reuters

Best Warrant Provider
BNP Paribas
Commerzbank
Leonteq
Société Générale
UniCredit

Best Proprietary Index Provider
Commerzbank
Credit Suisse
Goldman Sachs
Natixis
Société Générale

Best Trade Association
AFPDB
DDV
EUSIPA
SPIS
UKSPA

Best Law Firm
Allen & Overy
Clifford Chance
Linklaters
Mayer Brown
Simmons & Simmons

Best KID Provider
Bloomberg
Fairmat
Modelity
Smarttra.de
WallStreet Docs

Best Issuance Platform
BNP Paribas – Smart Derivatives
Commerzbank – Primegate
Natixis – eMaps
Société Générale – SG Markets
UniCredit – my.onemarkets

Best Structured Products &
Derivatives Exchange
Börse Frankfurt
Börse Stuttgart
Euronext
Nasdaq OMX
Six Swiss Exchange

Distributor Awards

Best Smart Beta Index Provider
Euronext
MSCI
S&P Dow Jones
Solactive
Stoxx

Personality of the Year
To be announced

Best Insurance Deal
Subject to editorial adjudication

Best Educational Initiative
Subject to editorial adjudication

Best Technology Solution
Subject to editorial adjudication

Awards Results

6.4 Other Awards
Deal of the Year
Subject to editorial adjudication

Manufacturer Awards

Best Pricing and Analytics Provider
Bloomberg
Lexifi
Modelity
SuperDerivatives
Thomson Reuters

Europe Summary

Best Index Provider
Bloomberg
Euronext
MSCI
Solactive
Stoxx

Appendix
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7.0 Awards Results
Introduction

7.1 Best House and Distributor Overall Winners
Manufacturer Awards

Europe Summary
Manufacturer Awards

Best House, Europe
Société Générale

Best House, Foreign Exchange
Société Générale

Best House, Credit
Société Générale

Best House, Equities
Société Générale

Best House, Interest Rates
Société Générale

Best House, Commodities
Société Générale

Best Distributor, Europe
Vontobel

Best Distributor, Nordics
Garantum Fondkommission

Best Private Bank, Europe
UniCredit

Best Distributor, France & Benelux
Amundi

Best Distributor, Italy
UniCredit

Best Capital Protected
Distributor, Europe
KBC

Best Distributor, Eastern Europe
KBC

Best Distributor, Switzerland
Vontobel

Best Distributor, Germany & Austria
UniCredit

Best Distributor, UK & Ireland
Investec

Distributor/Private Banking

Best Yield Enhancement
Distributor, Europe
Vontobel

Distributor Awards

Best Performance, Europe
KIT Finance

Service Providers

Awards Results

Best Index Provider
Stoxx

Best KID Provider
Modelity

Best Warrant Provider
Leonteq

Best Issuance Platform
Natixis - eMaps

Best Trade Association
DDV

Best Proprietary Index Provider
Natixis

Best Technology Provider
Modelity

Best Law Firm
Clifford Chance

Best Smart Beta Index Provider
Solactive

Best Pricing & Analytics Provider
Bloomberg

Best Derivatives Exchange
Euronext

Appendix

Other Awardss
Best Educational Initiative
DDV

Personality of the Year
Roberto Lazzarotto

Best Technological Solution
Numerix

Best Insurance Deal
Natixis

Deal of the Year
Société Générale
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Introduction

7.2 Best Sales and Performance by Region and Country

Belgium
Best Distributor
Best Performance

KBC
KBC

Poland
Best Distributor
Best Performance

Citi Handlowy
Citi Handlowy

Czech Republic		
Best Distributor
ČSOB
Best Performance
ČSOB

Portugal
Best Distributor
Best Performance

Millenium BCP
Banco Invest

Denmark
Best Distributor
Best Performance

Jyske Bank
Jyske Bank

Russia
Best Distributor
Best Performance

KIT Finance
KIT Finance

Finland
Best Provider
Best Performance

Alexandria Markets
Alexandria Markets

Slovakia
Best Distributor
Best Performance

UniCredit
UniCredit

France
Best Distributor
Best Performance

LCL/Amundi
Hedios

Spain
Best Distributor
Best Performance

BBVA
Banco Santander

Germany
Best Distributor
Best Performance

LBBW
Commerzbank

Sweden
Best Distributor
Best Performance

Garantum Fondkommission
Garantum Fondkommission

Hungary
Best Distributor
Best Performance

Erste Group Bank
K&H Bank

Switzerland
Best Distributor
Best Performance

Vontobel
Leonteq Securities

Ireland
Best Distributor
Best Performance

BlackBee Investments
Merrion Solutions

The Netherlands
Best Distributor
Best Performance

Kempen & Co
Kempen & Co

Italy
Best Distributor
Best Performance

Unicredit
Exane Derivatives

United Kingdom
Best Distributor
Best Performance

Investec
Meteor Asset Management

Awards Results

Garantum Fondkommission
Garantum Fondkommission

Distributor Awards

Norway
Best Distributor
Best Performance

Manufacturer Awards

Unicredit
UniCredit

Europe Summary

Austria
Best Distributor
Best Performance

Appendix
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Introduction

Structured products: a source of inspiration

SRP Europe Awards
Personality of the year:
Roberto Lazzarotto
Head of global sales

Europe Summary

Stoxx

Manufacturer Awards

Lazzarotto is head of sales at Stoxx,
responsible for the distribution and promotion
of new index concepts across all asset classes
for Stoxx and Dax branded indices to a variety
of institutional clients.
He has spent over 20 years in the financial
industry, primarily in the investment banking
divisions of Merrill Lynch, where he held a
number of senior positions. He then moved to
UniCredit Bank in 2008, where he was most
recently global head of equity derivatives sales
to institutional clients.

Distributor Awards

“I didn’t get involved with the index business,
the index business got involved with me – and
the reason I say this is linked to the evolution of
the passive industry which looked at importing
more and more of the skills available in the
banking field,” says Lazzarotto.

Awards Results

“I began doing equity derivatives, and quickly
became a convertible bond specialist,” says
Lazzarotto. “With the growth of the hedge
funds the derivatives market took another
dimension where products of flow as well as
exotic were distributed to and crossed with a
broad variety of participants.”

Appendix

In the meantime, the indexing business has
adapted itself to the market and has evolved to
match the new requirements around systematic
investing, a reflection of the traditional active
investing strategies and the growth in the use of
indices as underlying in the structured products
industry.
“This evolution has transformed the traditional

relationship between data providers and financial
companies, promoting increasingly sophisticated
interactions and thus a need for index providers
to better understand their clients’ businesses and
investors’ needs,” says Lazzarotto.
“During my time at UniCredit in particular,
my exposure and interest in quantitative
strategies increased as I became aware of the
growth of certain products, such as ETFs and
the opportunities offered by the systematic
approach.”
The 2008 financial crisis played a role in that
shift as it forced to rethink the basis on which
structured products in particular were created
and distributed.
“It fostered creativity and innovation which
the indexing industry naturally embraced and
supplied,” says Lazzarotto. “By importing
financial skills into the indexing world, the
industry was able to respond to this new trend
that effectively began at around 2006 when
studies in relation to the performance of the
actively managed portfolios triggered a wave of
interest in systematic investing.”
In the following years, the market experienced
an acceleration of that trend because index
providers and investment banks both began
to develop strategies based on quantitative
approaches.
“There has been significant creativity and
innovation coming from QIS teams from
both sides,” says Lazzarotto. “However, index
providers have a different approach to this kind
of innovation as our scope is wider and our
strategies may serve different segments of the
financial industry. With a broader focus of the
financial market as well as a strict adherence
to specific principles linked to regulatory
requirements and a corporate culture that
supports a strong brand. All reasons why
banks work and entrust an Index provider for
the creation and administration of strategies
as well as for the calculation of their own
proprietary solutions.”
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8.0 Appendix Analysis of respondents

Spain
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Germany
6%
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Israel
7%

Sweden
7%
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France
19%

UK
9%
Switzerland
10%

Country
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Others
26%

Luxembourg
5%

Country

France

131

UAE

Switzerland

73

UK

61

Israel

Number of
Respondents

Country

Number of
Respondents

Qatar

3

Romania

15

Slovakia

2

Netherlands

10

Australia

1

47

Portugal

10

Azerbaijan

1

Sweden

47

South Africa

10

Canada

1

Germany

44

Austria

9

Greece

1

Luxembourg

36

Cyprus

7

Guernsey

1

Russia

27

Turkey

7

Ireland

1

Belgium

25

Bahrain

4

Jersey

1

Spain

24

Czech Republic

4

Lichtenstein

1

Hungary

18

Poland

4

Saudi Arabia

1

Finland

16

USA

4

Slovenia

1

Italy

16

Denmark

3
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